
Providing medical care to foreign citizens in the Clinical emergency hospital 
named after N. V. Solovyov



About us

The Clinical emergency hospital named after N. V. Solovyov is the oldest 

medical institution in Yaroslavl region and has more than 230 years of surgical 

experience. Currently, it is a modern medical institution that provides 

specialized and high-tech medical care in the field of traumatology and 

orthopedics, as well as having the osteoporosis center, which introduced the 

first Russian secondary fracture prevention service.

Endoprosthetics and arthroscopic reconstructive operations on the knee, 

hip, shoulder and elbow joints are at a modern level using  recognized world 

manufacturers’ equipment and consumables.

Thanks to large accumulated experience, fine surgical technique, modern 

equipment, multidisciplinary approach and the possibility of interaction of 

multidirectional specialists, many of whom are leaders in their areas, we 

provide consistently high-quality medical care.



List of medical services
Department of joint replacement and arthroscopy:
- replacement of knee, hip, shoulder and elbow joints
- arthroscopic reconstructive operations on various joints
Since its organization the Department has been actively engaged in surgical activities, 
providing medical care to patients with hip fractures, injuries and diseases of the hip, 
knee and  the shoulder joints. Operations are performed to replace large joints on 
patients with arthrosis of any stage.
Orthopedic traumatologists work in close cooperation with rheumatologists of the 
osteoporosis center, this allows us to assess the state of the bone system in a complex. 
The specialists of the center conduct examination for osteoporosis, determine bone 
mineral density. The examination is performed using x-ray osteodensitometry and a 
wide spectrum of laboratory research.
Department of hand surgery, reconstructive and plastic surgery.
The specialists of the department provide assistance for injuries of the upper limb from 
ordinary damage to severe destruction requiring complex recovery operations, up to 
the replantation of detached segments of the hand.
Another area of work  is reconstructive surgery on injuries consequences:
- inveterate damage to tendons and nerves, rough tightening scars
- reconstructive operations on absent fingers
- operation on incorrectly consolidated  or non-consolidated  fractures of the forearm 
bones
- congenital deformity of the hand
- arthroscopic restoration of the shoulder joint
- arthroplasty of the elbow joint
The Department is one of the centers accredited by  Federation of the European 
Societies for the Surgery of the Hand (FESSH).
The department's doctors are members of  Russian Society of  Hand Surgeons and  
Federation of the European Societies for the Surgery of the Hand (FESSH) and  
International Federation of Society for Surgery of the Hand (IFSSH).



How to get medical care in the Clinical emergency hospital named 
after N. V. Solovyov

Make a request via a phone call or email

Get a confirmation for treatment and follow the 
instructions for documentation

Apply for a Russian visa

Choose a route and transport



TRANSPORTATION



Travel apps to download before your trip for IOS and Android



WHAT TYPES OF RUSSIAN VISAS ARE THERE?What types of Russian Visas are there? 



Contact information

Address: 11, Zagorodniy sad, Yaroslavl, 150003, RUSSIA

Email address: bolnsolov@yandex.ru


